"Weird Stuff"
Teacher's Pack

“On Stage” was born to enrich educational processes through
cultural and artistic activities aiming to wake creativity and love for
the arts as part of society.
We want that all actors involved in the educational processes have
access to quality activities, which are motivational and also help them
in achieving a continuous life learning process.
What can we offer?
Interactive Theatre plays in English and Spanish
World educational music concerts
Creativity, drama resources and couch meditation for groups
Music and science in schools, educational and cultural
institutions.
Impact advertising interventions for brands.

WHAT WILL YOU FIND IN THE TEACHER’S
PACK?
In this teacher's pack you will be provided with ideas and material
about the interactive play your students will enjoy with the three Cs
Creativity, Conciseness and Cooperation. These three concepts will
help students to get familiar with the plot, characters and vocabulary
while having fun in the classroom.

WEIRD STUFF
A GENERAL SYNOPSIS

Based on the popular TV show “Stranger Things”, On Stage Company
brings a live parody version of this Netflix hit.
Tonight is Halloween and Duster and his friends have agreed to
disguise themselves as Ghost busters and go “Trick or Treating”.
However, a chain of unexpected circumstances get things
complicated for the gang. Twelve, the super powered lab girl gets
angry quite easily and her anger provokes several changes in the
group’s reality. She is able to open portals between our dimension
and the so called “Inside Out,” a dark and cold place where other
creatures live. When portals are opened one creature comes out and
one human goes in. A new creature coming through the portal is the
excuse for the weirdest adventure ever. They will have to stay
together in order to succeed.

CHARACTERS
Duster: : He is always eager to have fun with his friends. He is very loyal to
their friendship and he does not like for anyone to mess around. Duster loves
sciences and lab experiments.
Will: He is absent-minded and gets distracted quite often. He is Pike’s old
best friend. He has psychological aftereffects from his traumatic experience
in Weird Stuff season 1.
Pike: He is in love with Twelve, caring and defending her when she is in
trouble. Although sometimes he is absorbed by her powers.
Twelve: She is a girl with different powers, aware of it sometimes she goes
too far with her powers. She loves to be loved and to be told that she is
loved.
Mad Max: : She is brave and daring, indeed an action girl who is always ready
for adventure.
Donald: He is obsessed with Karate Kid, he is Mad Max’s boyfriend.
Stuart: He is from a different dimension like his cousin the Demogorgon.
However, Stuart is very polite and has refined manners that will surprise
Duster and his friends. He makes a living as a magician in schools.
Papa: He is a cold man; immersed in his lab experiments he does not really
care about Twelve as a daughter.
Lab assistants: They are part of Papa’s crew in the lab.
Sheriff Hipper: He is the sheriff of the town, he represents the law and
everybody seems to respect his words and
actions.

PRE-SHOW ACTIVITIES
Even though it is not necessary to know about the original Netflix Series to
enjoy and understand "Weird Stuff,” it can help your students to read the
following summary. However, we believe that most of them have already
watched the series.

SUMMARY OF STRANGER THINGS
November 1983. Researchers at Hawkins National Laboratory open a rift to
the "Upside Down,” an alternative dimension. A monster (The
Demogorgon) from the Upside Down escapes and abducts a boy named Will
Byers and a teenage girl called Barbara. Will's mother, Joyce, and the town's
police chief, Jim Hopper, search for Will. At the same time, a young
psychokinetic girl called Eleven escapes from the laboratory and assists
Will's friends, Mike, Dustin, and Lucas, in their own efforts to find Will.

Probably some of your students have already seen "Stranger Things,” so we
propose a debate in which they explain each other what the series is about.
They can talk about their favourite character, scene, season, etc. The
objective is to help students who haven't seen the series to get familiar with
the background story in which the On Stage show is based on.

Millie Bobby, one of the star cast from the original Stranger Things, she does
a recap of season one in this great Rap song. Press HERE to see it!

SCENES DESCRIPTION
A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF EVERY SCENE, KEY WORDS AND KEY EXPRESSIONS

SCENE 1: HALLOWEEN PARTY
Our protagonists are putting on their costumes for Trick or Treating at their
respective homes. Several unexpected issues hinder the group of friends
from dressing up as agreed. When they all gather, they are disappointed with
each other’s outfit given they are not Ghost-busters anymore. This engages
the gang in a nonsense discussion which ends with the opening of a new
portal tightly connected with the Inside Out dimension.

KEY WORDS:
Ghost-buster, Halloween, costume, desperately, frantic, walkie-talkie, to grab,
over, to check, idiot, to believe, credit, mysteries, universe, fine, to buzz,
weird, stuff, staff, to discuss, conversation, to remember, to stack, ankle, rule,
to murder, Alright, to dress up, to bust, lame, to deal with, to heat, to ruin, to
dress up, to understand, quickly, to control, to bleed, mercy, enemy,
unstoppable, body bag, stupid, rubber, glue, stickiness, to debate, buoyant,
leg, limbs, torso, heartfelt, portal, apology candy, razor blade.

KEY EXPRESSIONS
Thanks for nothing guys!, I was just trying to help, When did you get here?,
How long have you been standing there?, Are you coming over?, To cover
her hears, She might be faking it, She could be pretending, Right away, The
force be with you, This is one small step for man; one giant leap for mankind,
You are embarrassing yourself, for as long as I live!, You’re in trouble now,
Trick or treat, You’re out of the gang.

SCENE 2: A NEW PORTAL A NEW CREATURE
The aftermath of the friends’ argument is a new connected rift with the
Inside Out dimension. A new creature has just come from that dimension. His
name is Stuart, he seems to have good manners and is very polite. However,
since Stuart is on Earth, Will has been sent to the Inside Out. At the very first
encounter Duster and his friends misunderstood Stuart’s identity and got
scared. Twelve also got scared and because of that she decided to report the
arrival of the mystery creature to her Papa.

KEY WORDS:
Cold, creepy, to look like, buddy, alive, inter-dimensional, communication,
possibly, somehow, to increase, condense, waves, coil, to calibrate, catalytic,
terrible, to interrupt, to assure, cousin, monster, family, monkey, flower,
either, never, coddled, to suppose, murderous, otherwise, dozen, horrible,
reason, killer, to break off, wrist, to scream, dangerous, formidable, rival.
KEY EXPRESSIONS
Can you read me?, Hold tight, we’ll get you back, I have a booking this
afternoon, Are there more of you?, So she is not mad about her name?, You
are missing the point, I have heard so much about you, I don’t even want to
be here, Only one person can stop her, He vanished into thin air!, What is
your emergency?, I can’t wait to see you again, Clear as a bell.

SCENE 3: THE CHASE AND THE DILEMMA. WHO WILL REMAIN?
The gang is running away in their bikes from Twelve because she is very mad
about them and Stuart. She counts on Papa's help. He and his lab assistants
have set a trap to the gang.
Meanwhile Duster and his friends have designed a plan. They will split up in
order to stop Twelve. Duster will try to communicate with Will. The rest of
the gang, along with Stuart´s help, will force Twelve to open a new portal in
order to fulfill their plan. Above all, the most important thing is that the gang
counts on Sheriff Hipper’s support, he is the law in town.

KEY WORDS:
Message, to die, to hope, to protect, gun, friends, impermeable, bullets, to
pierce, sensitive, skin, to thrash, organs, to perform, illusion, cornered,
psychotic, teenager, cowboy, sheriff, audience, company, to speak, vacuum,
dark, winter, Alaska, majestic, landscape, Wisconsin, to call, to tell, scary,
agent, to miss, to crash, bike, van, empty, favourite, to rip out, to strangle, to
tear out, crazy, to leave, nice, guy.
KEY EXPRESSIONS
Stay with me, I am not deaf, Any last words? He’ll know what to do, So far,
Shot down like a mad dog, No offence, Don’t get me started, I will need you
to walk through it, Who is this?, We’ll see about that, You’re just on time. You
really saved the day, All in a day’s work, you’re fired, Do you know what this
means? To choose someone over

ACTIVITY PROPOSAL
WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO USE THIS PREPARATORY MATERIAL TO IMPROVE YOUR STUDENTS’
UNDERSTANDING OF THE PLAY BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER THE SHOW.
PLEASE SEND YOUR FEEDBACK TO ONSTAGE@ONSTAGECOMPANY.ES

1.- CHAINED STORY
VALUES THAT WILL BE ENHANCED: COLLABORATION, TEAM WORK AND CREATIVITY.

BEGINNING-MIDDLE-END
THE PURPOSE. Writing is often thought of as a solitary pursuit, and for this
reason alone it can be seen as a particularly unattractive activity by many
students. This fun activity not only exercises students’ understanding of
writing structures, but engages them in a fun, creative and collaborative
writing process as well.
Each student starts with a blank piece of paper and pen. The teacher writes a
line about the play on the whiteboard (You can use some ideas from the
synopsis or scenes’ description) each student spends two minutes, for
example, to use their imagination and start their writing.
When they have completed this part of the task, they will then pass their
piece of paper to the student next to them. Students then continue the story
from where the previous student left off for a given number of words or
paragraphs or length of time decided by the teacher.
If it is correctly organised, you can ensure students receive their own initial
story back at the end for the writing of the story’s conclusion.
RESULT. Working collaboratively can really motivate students to engage with
the task as no one wants to be the ‘weak link’ in the finished piece. But, more
than that, this activity encourages students to see writing as a communicative
and creative task where there needn’t be a ‘right’ answer. This encourages
students to be more willing to take on creative risks in their work!

2.- "STRANGER THINGS" SOUNDTRACK
VALUES TO ENHANCE: LISTENING SKILLS, ATTENTION AND RESPONSIVENESS.

Stranger Things" soundtrack has plenty of Hits from the '80s and '90s. We
have selected the classic hit from The Clash “Should I stay or should I go”
After watching this video we propose two different listening activities.

CLICK TO SEE THE VIDEO

Link text: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QirsBCrXNI0

2.1- ASK YOUR STUDENTS TO FILL THE GAPS IN THE LYRICS WITH THESE WORDS

"TILL – KNOW – ALWAYS – LET – OFF - BLACK – SAY – EVEN – KNEES – WELL – WHOM – IF –
DOUBLE – BUGGING –HAPPY"

[Intro]
Oh! Hola!
[Verse 1]
Darling, you got to (1)…… me know
Should I stay or should I go?
If you (2)…… that you are mine
I'll be here (3)…… the end of time
So you got to (4)…….me know
Should I stay or should I go?
[Verse 2]
It's (5)……… tease, tease, tease
You're (6)……. when I'm on my (7)…….
One day it's fine and next it's (8)……..
So if you want me (9)…. your back
(10)……., come on and let me know
Should I stay or should I go?
[Chorus]
Should I stay or should I go now?
Should I stay or should I go now?
(11)…. I go, there will be trouble
And if I stay it will be (12)……..
So come on and let me know

[Verse 3]
This indecision's (13) ………me molesta
If you don't want me, set me free
Exactly (14) ……..I'm supposed to be
Don't you know which clothes (15) ……. fit me?
Come on and let me know
Should I cool it or should I blow?
Split
[Chorus]
Should I stay or should I go now?
Should I stay or should I go now?
If I go there will be trouble
And if I stay it will be double
So ya gotta let me know
Should I cool it or should I blow?
Should I stay or should I go now?
If I go there will be trouble
And if I stay it will be double
So ya gotta let me know
Should I stay or should I go?

2.2- FIND THE FOLLOWING WORDS IN THE LYRICS
- A COLOUR: __________
- A PART OF THE BODY:_________
- A PREPOSITION OF TIME –HOW MANY TIMES IS REPEATED?:__________
- ABBREVIATION OF YOU HAVE GOT TO: ___________
- TWO FORMS OF THE VERB TO BE: _________
- WHAT KIND OF CONDITIONAL ARE THEY CONSTANTLY USING : __________
- WHAT'S THE MODAL VERB YOU FIND MORE FREQUENTLY? ___________

3.- DISCUSSION ABOUT POWER; USE OR ABUSE?
AFTER THE SHOW
VALUES TO ENHANCE: RESPECT, TOLERANCE, DIVERSITY AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH.

WHAT´S THE SITUATION IN YOUR SCHOOL?
You could comment about how they feel about the use of power done by
such a character like Twelve in On Stage show. Talk about how the rest of
characters feel about it (frustrated, annoyed…). Are the different roles and
stereotypes in the show any similar to their school reality? How do they feel
about it?
Sometimes, there is a hidden reality among students that teachers and school
staff are not able to perceive at first sight.
People are different – we should help our students celebrate the diversity
that exists in our communities, rather than create animosity.
Having discussions about the difference and the power relationship they
notice in the school could help to get closer to their worries.

WARMING UP: TRAFFIC LIGHT
Divide the classroom space into Green - Yellow - Red
Ask your students to stand up and find their place in the classroom after your
questions. Being Yes (Green), In doubt (Yellow) and No (red) Firstly, to engage
them in the activity, throw some direct questions about power.
Ex: Do you think you have any sort of power? Do you think you are listened
to at school? At home?
During the activity they are not allowed to talk or express their ideas loud. In
silence, they have to move across the classroom and find their places. You
can always ask them to raise their hands instead. They must not even have
eye contact with their classmates!
Suggested questions:
Do you think you all have the same chances?
Do you feel protected at school?
Do you feel undefended at school?
Do you feel safe when you are with your friends?
Do you think changes should be done in your school?
And in the state policy of your country?
Do you think decision makers always think about the well-being of
everyone?
At the end ask them to express how they feel about obeying without
questioning. You could ask them to write down their impressions and
feelings or you could organise an assembly where they take turns to speak up
about it.

*Don´t forget to ask yourself about your own use of power.

OBJECTIVE: Recognise that we all think differently; that all of our voices are
important and that critical thinking sometimes implies questioning authority.
REFLECTION: What are the limits of power in those who represent
authority?
(Ex: president of the government, referee, doctors…)

FISH BOWL, INNER & OUTER CIRCLE
Use this fun technique to make sure everyone is able to express themselves
in a safe environment!
Carry on with the debate but now allow them to express themselves.
In this activity three to five students stand in a small inner circle. The rest of
the class stands in a bigger outer circle surrounding them. Pose a question to
the students in the inner circle, they can freely talk about the topic.
As they discuss the question, the outer circle listens in.
If a student from the outer circle wants to join the conversation, they tap the
shoulder of one of the students in the inner circle, and they switch places. In
this activity all students must enter the inner circle at least once. They are
not allowed to tap the shoulder of an inside student unless they have made at
least two comments. This keeps the conversation moving fairly quickly and
the outside circle engaged in active listening. If you notice students are not
paying attention, then ask them to take notes on the discussion of the inner
circle.

4.- REFLECTION TIME: READ BETWEEN THE LINES
AN "AFTER SHOW" ACTIVITY
VALUES TO ENHANCE: CRITICAL THINKING, PERSONAL GROWTH AND
SELF-ASSESSMENT
The Upside Down is to Stranger Things what The Inside Out is to Weird Stuff,
but don’t we all have some dark places inside? With this final activity we’d
like students to look inwards and meditate about their inner power and
personal growth.
The main difference between characters from On Stage show and real
students is social media. They are constantly creating a virtual version in
their profiles, stories, etc.
Let’s try to get to know that side of them with the purpose of uncovering
power patterns or power relationships established between them which may
affect their behaviour in the classroom.
We, teachers, should be seeking ways to reach out to our students. Start the
debate about the power of social networks with the following questions:
Do you use social media or abuse of them?
How many followers do you have in this classroom?
How many of your classmates do you follow?
How they interact with each other’s on FB, IG, Snapchat?

4.1.- INSTAGRAM BIOGRAPHY
Students pair off into A's and B’s. First students A speaks for two minutes
about aspects of themselves on social media. Basic details should be included
such as name, interests, place of Birth, where you live etc. Student B just
listens, no questions no notes. Then players reverse roles. Now the Leader
explains that A will present us to B for one minute or thirty seconds. This
presentation can be made to the group as a whole or to groups of four but
the presentation has to simulate an Instagram story. Everyone should have
been introduced by the end of the activity.
You can prepare for this activity by asking the players to prepare written
autobiographical profiles in advance.
Variation:
Players are introduced as an Instagram Story either with freeze frames
pictures or with a fake video-story.

OBJECTIVE: Students will expose a bit of their virtual reality and virtual
behaviour in the classroom.
RESULT: Students will be depicted by others' eyes, so they will have a sense
of others perception about them. They will understand how they are seemed
which may differ from how they want to be seen.

4.2.-WE TEND TO SHOW THE BEST VERSION OF OURSELVES, WHAT ABOUT THE SHADOWY
ONE?
In the original Netflix series there is the Upside Down world. This world is a
dark and shadowy version of reality. Scary things live there. The danger is
constantly lurking around every corner, behind every tree.
In this On Stage comedy the Inside Out is a soft and symbolic parody of this
dark side. Although treated with humour, it is also an isolated place where
unknown forces trigger weird things and where no one wants to be.
To conclude this work we propose a self-assessment activity. Students will
think about their own experience in this metaphorical place within them. This
is meant to be this so called “Inside Out”. An inner shelter where we hide
fear, insecurity, weakness, doubt. Definitely, that version we avoid showing
off in a selfie.
Have they been there?
Have they chosen to be there any time?
How do they think people who are there feel and live like?
How do they cope with those annoying feelings?
What is Self-Assessment?
Self-assessment is an assessment tool used by students to evaluate the
quality of their work, measure their performance with the stated goals and
learning objectives, identify the strengths and weaknesses in their work and
implement revision accordingly. Self-assessment practices encourage
students to take ownership of their learning process, promotes responsibility,
independence, and may also motivate further researching.
It is a form of cultural shift which focuses on the quality of learning, student
responsibility and making judgements as a necessary skill to prepare students
for problem solving and lifelong learning.

4.3.- AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
After all previous work is done. Students are invited to write a one page
autobiographical sketch focused on a single successful life learning
experience in their past - an experience with a relevant impact in their
personalities.
This provides information about the students' self-concept and selfawareness. Give them time enough to express themselves on the paper
(drawing, writing, even taking a selfie could be an option!)
This self-portrait could be shared with everyone, kept for themselves or even
put on display for few minutes so all classmates could see how the others see
themselves.

OBJECTIVE: Students will take time to think and observe their inner world.
It is important they understand the idea of the Inside Out place from the
show as a metaphor of a place that can be within them.
RESULT: We do hope this last activity contributes to the personal growth of
your students. The main idea is they understand the need of a critical mind
not only with the outer world but also with their inner world.

We hope you enjoy the show!

onstagecompany.es

